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In this paper we present a language independent global method for automatic text line extraction. The
proposed approach computes an energy map of a text image and determines the seams that pass across
and between text lines. In this work we have developed two algorithms along this novel idea, one for bin-
ary images and the other for grayscale images. The first algorithm works on binary document images and
assumes it is possible to extract the components along text lines. The seam passes on the middle and
along the text line, l, and marks the components that make the letters and words of l. It then assigns
the unmarked component to the closest text line. The second algorithm works directly on grayscale doc-
ument images. It computes the distance transform directly from the grayscale images and generates two
types of seams: medial seams and separating seams. The medial seams determine the text lines and the
separating seams define the upper and lower boundaries of these text lines. Moreover, we present a
new benchmark dataset of historical document images with various types of challenges. The dataset con-
tains a groundtruth for text line extraction and it contains samples with different languages such as: Ara-
bic, English and Spanish. A binary dataset is used to test the binary algorithm. We performed various
experimental results using our two algorithms on the mentioned datasets and report segmentation accu-
racy. We also compare our algorithms with the state-of-the-art text line segmentation methods.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Historical handwritten documents are valuable cultural
heritage, as they provide insights into both tangible and intangible
cultural aspects from the past. The need to preserve, analyze, and
manipulate these documents demands global emerging efforts
and utilization of various techniques from different scientific fields.
Historical documents, which are usually handwritten, pose real
challenges for automatic processing procedures, such as image
binarization, writer identification, page segmentation, and key-
word searching and indexing. Numerous algorithms to address
these tasks have been developed and provide various degrees of
accuracy. Some of these algorithms are already integrated into
working systems.

Document image segmentation into text lines is a major prere-
quisite procedure for various document image analysis tasks, such
as word spotting, key-word searching, and text alignment (Asi
et al., 2011; Rath and Manmatha, 2003; Rath et al., 2004; Kornfield
et al., 2004; Shi et al., 2005; Li et al., 2008; Saabni and El-Sana,
2008). Extracting text lines from handwritten document images
poses different challenges than those in machine-printed docu-
ments (Likforman-Sulem et al., 2007), mainly because of the flexi-
ble writing style and the degraded image quality. Writing styles
differ among writers and give rise to various text line segmentation
difficulties. Baseline fluctuation due to pen movement leads to dif-
ferent variations of curved baseline. Variability in skew among
different text lines is a real challenge that complicates the extrac-
tion process. Crowded writing styles muddle text line boundaries
as interlines spaces become narrow and increase the overlap of
components’ bounding boxes among adjacent text lines. The pres-
ence of touching components from two adjacent text lines poses an
obstacle for finding separating lines and aligning text components.
Punctuation and diacritic symbols, which are located between text
lines, complicate deciphering the physical structure of handwritten
text lines. Historical document images are usually of low quality
due to aging, frequent handling, and storage conditions. They often
include various types of noise, such as holes, spots, broken strokes,
which may entangle the extraction process.

Several text line extraction methods for handwritten docu-
ments have been presented. Most of them group connected com-
ponents using various distance metrics, heuristics, and adaptive
learning rules. Projection profile, which was initially used to deter-
mine text lines in printed image documents, was modified and
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adapted to work on sub-blocks and stripes (Pavlidis and Zhou,
1991; Nagy et al., 1986; Vladimir et al., 1993; He and Downton,
2003) (see Section 2).

In this paper we present a language independent global method
for automatic text line extraction. The proposed algorithm com-
putes an energy map of the input text image and determines the
seams that pass across and between text lines. We have developed
two algorithms along this novel idea, one for binary images and the
other for grayscale images.

In the first algorithm, we assume it is possible to extract the
components along text lines. The seam that passes on the middle
of the text line l crosses and marks the components that make
the letters and words of l. These seams may not intersect all the
components along the text line, especially vertically disconnected
components; e.g., a seam may intersects the body of the letter ‘‘i’’
and misses the dot. To handle these cases we locally label and
group components that formulate the same letter, word-part, or
word. The component collection procedure may require parameter
adjustment that may differ slightly from one language to the other,
and mainly depend on the existence of additional strokes – their
expected location and size.

Binary images inherit the limitations of image binarization,
which introduces noise and various artifacts. To overcome these
limitations we adapted our algorithm to work directly on grayscale
images. It constructs distance transform directly on grayscale
images and computes medial seams and separating seams, which
determine the text lines in a document image (see Fig. 2). The med-
ial seam determines the middle of the text row and the separating
seams, which are generated with respect to the medial seam, de-
fine the upper and lower boundaries of the text line. The medial
and separating seams propagate according to different energy
maps, which are defined based on the constructed distance trans-
form. The inability to determine the boundaries of text lines in the
binary algorithm forces recomputing the energy map for the entire
page image after the extraction of each text line. The separating
seams determine the text line boundaries, define the region to be
updated, and overcome the limitation of recomputing the energy
map.
Fig. 1. (a) Calculating a signed distance map, (b) calculating the energy map of all diffe
components that intersect the minimal energy seam.
The absence of publicly available benchmark for evaluating text
line extraction algorithms on grayscale images drove the develop-
ment of our own dataset, which consists of various historical
manuscripts in different languages and is publicly available. A
groundtruth for these document images was generated manually
by marking lines boundaries on the entire dataset. The boundaries
are stored as vectors of coordinates using MATLAB data structures.
The grayscale dataset contains 215 historical document images in
total with their corresponding ground truth. The original color
images for most of the documents is also available, as well as a bin-
ary dataset. The binary dataset contains 200 images used in IC-
DAR2009 Handwriting Segmentation Contest (Gatos et al., 2011)
and a private collection which consists of 100 binarized historical
documents.

In the rest of this paper we overview related work, describe our
approach and the two algorithms in detail, present the benchmark
dataset and report experimental results. Finally we conclude and
discuss directions for future work.
2. Related work

Extracting unconstrained handwritten text lines from docu-
ment images is a basic procedure for various document processing
applications and it has received enormous attention over the last
several decades. Text line extraction methods can be divided
roughly into three classes: top-down, bottom-up, and hybrid.
Top-down approaches partition the document image into regions,
often recursively, based on various global aspects of an input im-
age. Bottom-up approaches group basic elements, such as pixels
or connected components, to form text line patterns. Hybrid
schemes combine techniques from top-down and bottom-up
classes to yield better results.
2.1. Top-down approaches

Projection profile has been widely used for text line extraction
(Hashemi et al., 1995; Manmatha and Rothfeder, 2005; Pavlidis
rent seams, (c) finding the seam with minimal energy cost, and (d) extracting the



Fig. 2. Algorithm flow: (a) the seam-map, (b) medial seam (blue) and seam
fragments (green and red), (c) seam seeds (green and red), and (d) medial seam and
separating seams. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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and Zhou, 1991). However, this scheme cannot yield good results
when the inter-line spacing is not consistent. Text line skew
variability and touching components also influence the perfor-
mances of this technique. Pursuant to these limitations, the global
projection profile technique was modified to be employed in an
adaptive manner; i.e., instead of the entire text line, adaptive frac-
tions are used to compute the projection profile (Zahour et al.,
2007; Arivazhagan et al., 2007; Yosef et al., 2009). However, the
portion of the text line and its presumed skew range are among
several shortcomings of adaptive projection profile based methods.
He and Downton (2003) presented the RXY cuts, which relies on
projections along the X and the Y axes, resulting in a hierarchical
tree structure. The Hough transform methodology was exploited
for text line segmentation (Likforman-Sulem et al., 1995; Louloudis
et al., 2006; Louloudis et al., 2008). Likforman-Sulem et al. (1995)
extract the best text line hypothesis in the Hough domain and
check the validity of the hypothesis in the image domain. Vladimir
et al. (1993) applied a Hough transform to determine the prede-
fined direction for the projection profile. Image smearing was
among the earliest approaches used to determine text lines; Wong
et al. (1982) applied image smearing to binarized printed docu-
ment images. Under the smearing methods, the Fuzzy Run Length
Smoothing Algorithm(RLSA) (Shi and Govindaraju, 2004) was re-
cently introduced. The fuzzy RLSA measure is calculated for every
pixel in the input image. A new gray-scale image is created based
on the RLSA measure and the image is binarized. The text line pat-
terns are extracted from the binarized version. In the same man-
ner, adaptive local connectivity map technique was presented by
Shi et al. (2009), where steerable direction filter is used to reveal
text line patterns. Nicolaou and Gatos (2009) used local minima
tracers, to follow the white-most and black-most paths from one
side to other in order to shred the image into text line areas. Alaei
et al. (2011) presented a novel approach for unconstrained hand-
written text-line segmentation addressing different languages
such as Persian, German, Greek, English. They use a new painting
technique to smear the foreground portion of the document image
and enhance the separability between the foreground and back-
ground. Furthermore, the authors presented some novel tech-
niques to overcome the problems of overlapping and touching
components.

2.2. Bottom-up approaches

Various approaches rely on grouping techniques to determine
text line in document images, by applying heuristic rules
(Likforman-Sulem and Faure, 1994), learning algorithms (Pu and
Shi, 1998), nearest neighbor (OGorman, 1993), and searching trees
(Nicolas et al., 2004). In contrast to machine printed document
images, simple rules such as nearest neighbor do not work for
handwritten documents; e.g., the nearest neighbor often belongs
to the next or previous text line. The approaches in this category
require the isolation of basic elements, such as strokes and con-
nected components, which is complicated procedure when compo-
nents touch across consecutive text rows.

OGorman (1993) groups components based on the geometric
relationship among k-nearest neighbors. Koichi et al. (1998) com-
bine heuristic rules and the Voronoi diagrams to merge connected
components into text lines. Nicolas et al. (2004) adopted the artifi-
cial intelligence concept production systems to search for an opti-
mal alignment of connected components into text lines. The
minimal spanning tree (MST) clustering technique was used to
group components to text lines (Simon et al., 1997). Proximity,
similarity, and direction continuity were also used to iteratively
construct lines by grouping neighboring connected components
(Likforman-Sulem and Faure, 1994).

Among hybrid approaches one can find the work presented re-
cently by Kumar et al. (2011) where they first suggest a coarse text
line estimation, followed by an error detection and correction step
to refine text line estimation and assigning misclassified diacritic
symbols. Some other methods use Level-set techniques for line
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extraction (Li et al., 2008; Bukhari et al., 2009). Bukhari et al.
(2009) apply a filter bank to smooth the input text image. The cen-
tral line of text line components is then computed using ridges
over the smoothed image. As a final step, active contours (snakes)
evolve over the ridges to segment text lines. A dynamic program-
ming based approach, was presented by Liwicki et al. (2007) for
on-line text line segmentation, and adapted by Fischer et al.
(2010) for historical documents. They used histogram analysis,
starting points as well as estimated linear line skews, to find sep-
arating seams. These seams, are required to stay on the estimated
skew, foreground is evaded and line crossings are avoided with re-
spect to a roughly estimated medial seam.

It is important to emphasize that the presence of dots, strokes
and diacritics in some scripts such as Greek, Persian and Arabic,
entangles text-line extraction. They may cause the Hough trans-
form-based approaches (Likforman-Sulem et al., 1995; Louloudis
et al., 2006; Louloudis et al., 2008) to fail in determining text lines
mainly because these approaches consider as equally important a
whole word and a small stroke in the Hough domain. Smearing
and grouping approaches (Wong et al., 1982; Yosef et al., 2009;
OGorman, 1993) may connect dots with some strokes generating
new connected components that may be segmented later as a text
line. Using a set of line filters (Bukhari et al., 2011) to emphasize
text line patterns may remove dots and strokes from documents,
which may lead to erroneous recognition results later on.

3. Overview

Human ability to separate text blocks into lines is almost lan-
guage independent. We tend to identify lines by collecting basic
elements and/or components into groups and then analyze the
shape, size, and location of these groups with respect to adjacent
elements. The spaces between adjacent lines and the concentration
of ink along the lines play a major role in separating text lines. These
observations have motivated most line extraction approaches to
search for the path that separates consecutive text lines with min-
imal crosses and maximal distance from the script components.

Our novel approach to separate text blocks into lines was in-
spired and built upon the seam carving work (Avidan and Shamir,
2007), which resizes images in a content-aware fashion. The core
of our approach is a line extraction procedure (See Fig. 1), which
starts by computing an energy map of the input image based on
the Sign Distance Transform (Fig. 1(a)). It then uses dynamic pro-
gramming to compute the minimum energy path, p, that crosses
the image from one side to its opposite, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and
(c). The path p resembles a text line in the document image. Finally,
it collects the components along the computed path p, which for-
mulate the words of that line (Fig. 1(d)). The line extraction proce-
dure is executed iteratively until no more lines remain. In this paper
we present two algorithms, one targets binary document images
and the other works directly on gray scale document images.

In the first algorithm, we assume the input document image is
binary. Our algorithm seeks paths that cross the middle of text lines
in a document image, which is performed by traversing the the
medial axis of the text (the ‘‘black’’ regions) lines. These paths are
perceived as seams, in seam carving terminology, with respect to
some energy function. In a preprocessing step, over-sized (their
height is significantly above the average height) vertical compo-
nents are classified as touching components and split in the middle.
To search for seams that pass along the medial axis of text lines; i.e.,
cross components within the same text line, we use the Sign Dis-
tance Transform [SDT] in computing the energy map. Following
the local minima on this map generates seams that pass through
components along the same text line. The seam with the minimum
cost determines the next text line to be extracted. The minimum
seam is determined efficiently by using dynamic programming.
We enhance our algorithm to work directly on gray-scale
images and eliminate the need for image binarization and compo-
nent labeling procedures. Our algorithm extracts a stripe that
resembles text line directly from the the gray-scale image, and
omit both preprocessing and postprocessing steps from the extrac-
tion process. In addition, separating seams gracefully cope with
overlapping components during seam propagation. While in the
binary algorithm case it is not possible to bound the influence of
the extracted text line on the energy map, the enhanced algorithm
locally updates the energy map by canceling the influence of the
extracted line’s region, and consequently saves the recomputing
of the energy map.

Next we discuss in detail line segmentation for binary images and
then discuss it enhancement to work directly on gray scale images.

4. Binary images’ algorithm

In this section we discuss in details the line segmentation algo-
rithm for binary images which includes three main steps: generat-
ing the energy map, computing the minimal energy path, and
collecting the component along the path.

In a preprocessing step, we calculate the average height of con-
nected components and classify them, according to their height,
into four categories: additional strokes, ordinary average compo-
nents, large connected components, and vertically touching
components. Additional strokes are identified as the small compo-
nents, components that include ascenders and/or descenders are
classified as large components, and the components which are sig-
nificantly higher than ordinary and large connected components
are classified as touching components. Component classification
is not rigid in the sense that components may switch category after
line extraction. Connected components, which were labeled as
touching components, are split vertically in the middle. The list
of these components is passed to the post-processing phase, which
draws the final decision based on the extracted lines; e.g., a sus-
pected touching component may actually be an ordinary large
component with ascender/descender. The small components
(additional strokes) are reconsidered with respect to the computed
line region to decide their final assignment.

4.1. Energy function

Avidan and Shamir (2007) discussed several operators for calcu-
lating the energy function to determine pixels with minimum en-
ergy for content-aware resizing. They suggested the gradient
operator (see Eq. 1) to generate the energy map, EðIÞ, of an image
I and showed that removing pixels with low energy leads to min-
imal information loss. We have found the energy functions pre-
sented in the seam carving work are not appropriate for text line
extraction, mainly because the applications are different.

EðIÞ ¼ @ðIÞ
@x
þ @ðIÞ
@y

����
���� ð1Þ

We search for seams that pass along the medial axis of text lines,
i.e., cross components within the same text line. Therefore, we
use the Signed Distance Transform [SDT] for computing the energy
map. In SDT, pixels lying inside components, c, have negative values
and those lying outside c have positive values. Following the local
minima on this energy map generates seams that pass through
components along the same text line.

4.2. Seam generation

We define a horizontal seam in a document image as a polyline
that passes from one side of the image to its opposite side.
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Fig. 3. Distinguishing between reference and none reference pixels encountered
while sweeping the plane.
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Formally, let I be an N �M image, Eq. 2 defines a horizontal seam,
where x is the mapping x : ½1 . . . M� ! ½1 . . . N�. For k ¼ 1 the result-
ing seam is 8-connected and for k > 1 the resulting seam may not
be connected. Note that seams in content-aware resizing are
connected in order to maintain the uniform rectangle grid of the
image, when removing the seam pixels.

S ¼ fxðiÞ; igm
i¼1; 8i; jxðiÞ � xði� 1Þj 6 K: ð2Þ

Let EðIÞ be the distance transform based energy map, Eq. 3 defines
the energy cost, eðsÞ, of a horizontal seam (path) s. The minimal cost
seam, smin, is defined as the seam with the lowest cost; i.e.,
smin ¼min8sfeðsÞg.

eðSÞ ¼ e fxðiÞ; igm
i¼1

� �
¼
Xm

i¼1

EðxðiÞ; iÞ ð3Þ

The minimal cost seam smin is computed using dynamic program-
ming algorithm. A 2D array, SeamMap, which has the same dimen-
sion as the input image document, is computed. The first column
of the cell map, SeamMap, is initialized to the first column of the en-
ergy map image, i.e., SeamMap½i;1� ¼ Eði;1Þ. The rest of the columns
are iteratively computed from left to right and top-down using Eq. 4.

SeamMap½i; j� ¼ 2Eði; jÞ þmin1
l¼�1ðSeamMap½iþ l; j� 1�Þ: ð4Þ

The cell map SeamMap describes the energy cost of the left-to-right
paths, which start from the left side and end at the right side of the
image. The algorithm determines the minimal cost path by starting
with the minimal cost on the last column and traversing the Seam-
Map array backward – from right-to-left.

4.3. Component collection

The computed minimal cost path (seam) intersects the main
components along the medial axis of a text line, but it may miss
off-baseline small satellite components, which usually consist of
delayed strokes and small components, such as dots and short
strokes. Our component collection strategy manages to handle al-
most all these cases correctly as a post-processing step.

For a minimal energy seam s ¼ fxðiÞ; igm
i¼1, the component col-

lection strategy performs three steps. In the first step it defines
an empty component list, cl, which will later hold the components
that intersect the seam s. The components in cl represent the text
row, rs, spanned by the seam s and used to determine the upper, ur

and lower, lr , boundaries of the text line. We refer to the region be-
tween the two boundaries as the text line region. The mean and
standard deviation of the height of a text line region are measured
and used to filter touching components across consecutive lines.
The over-sized vertical components – those whose heights are sig-
nificantly above the average height – are classified as touching
components and split in the middle. Small satellite components
that intersect the text line region are handled in two different
phases. Components which major fraction (above 50%) falls within
the text line region, are assigned to the text line ls, spanned by the
seam s (note that this also include components that fall entirly
within the text line regions). This procedure does not collect small
components beyond the text line region, since correct assignment
should take into account the two bounding text lines. Small com-
ponents are distributed among their two adjacent text line regions
based on their distance from each text line regions; i.e., each com-
ponent is assigned to the closest text line region.

5. Gray-scale images’ algorithm

In this section we adapt our algorithm to work directly on gray-
scale images. Next we discuss in detail its two main steps: con-
structing the energy maps and computing the seams.
5.1. Energy map

To determine the seam that passes along the medial axis of a
text line and crosses its components, we use an energy map based
on a gray-level distance transform, introduced by Levi and Monta-
nari (1970). Gray-level distance transform is defined as modified
geodesic distances; i.e., the distance between pixels p and q is
the minimum of the lengths of the paths ½p ¼ p0; p1; . . . ; pn ¼ q�.
Eq. 5 defines the length of the path, lðpÞ, where f is a distance met-
ric and dðpi; piþ1Þ corresponds to the slope between two consecu-
tive pixels.

lðpÞ ¼
Xn�1

i¼0

f ðdðpi;piþ1Þ; IðpiÞ; Iðpiþ1ÞÞ ð5Þ

Toivanen (1996) developed the Distance Transform On Curved
Space (DTOCS) and the weighted distance transform on curved
space, where the distance metric is defined as difference between
the gray values of the pixels along the minimal path; i.e.,
dðpi;piþ1Þ ¼ IðpiÞ � Iðpiþ1Þ

�� ��þ 1.
The Gray-level Distance Transform (GDT) assigns values to pix-

els according to their distance from the nearest minimal points
(reference points). In contrast to binary document images, paths
between foreground and background pixels in grayscale images
are curved and not straight lines; the straight lines between two
pixels can be blocked by obstacles consisting of higher or lower
gray-values. The distance transform of noisy document images
may include small fluctuations that influence seam generation.
To overcome this limitation, we apply Gaussian filter to smooth
the image before generating the distance transform.

We have developed an efficient algorithm to compute the dis-
tance map on grayscale images according to the distance transform
on curved space defined by Toivanen (1996). To compute the dis-
tance map on grayscale image, we consider the elevation surface
representation of the image, and sweep a plane bottom up. The
sweeping plane, which is parallel to the xy-plane starts at the low-
ers gray values and moves toward the high gray values. An event
occurs when the gray value of a pixel is equal to the current hight
of the sweeping plane. For each event, we determine whether the
encountered pixel is a reference pixel or not. If the encountered
pixel is a reference pixel, its distance value is taken as the current
hight of the sweeping plane. The distance of none reference pixels
is the geodesic distance to its closest reference pixel.

The reference pixel, rðpiÞ, of the pixel pi is the reference pixel
with the minimal geodesic distance to pi, as formulated in Eq. 6.
A pixel pi is a reference pixel if the geodesic distance from its ref-
erence point is less than the Manhattan distance; i.e.,
dðrðpiÞ; piÞ > Man ðrðpiÞ; piÞ. In Fig. 3 the pixel p1, which closest ref-
erence point is p0, is designated as a reference point because the
Manhattan distance is less than the geodesic distance between p1

and p0; i.e., Dx1 þ Dy1 > dðp1; p0Þ.
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rðpiÞ ¼ argmax
8j–i

ðdðrj; piÞ > dðri; piÞÞ: ð6Þ

For an input grayscale image we construct its histogram and for
each histogram entry g (grayscale) we list the pixels which gray va-
lue is g. The sweeping of the plane is guided by the image histogram
and the events occurring at the grayscale values of the image. We
initialize the distance of each pixel to1 and sweep the plane from
the minimal grayscale value. For an event eg occurring at grayscale
g, we traverse the pixels with intensity value g and for each pixel we
determine wither it is a reference pixel or not. Reference pixels are
assigned the values g and none reference pixels are assigned a dis-
tance according to its adjacent pixels. Let di be the distance assigned
to the pixel pi and let dij be the geodesic distance between the pi and
pj. The distance assigned to a non reference pixel, pi is minðdij þ djÞ,
where pj is adjacent to pi. Updating the distance values of pi may
invalidates the distance of an adjacent pixel. We need to update
the distance of each adjacent pixel, pj, that satisfies di þ dij < dj
and recursively update the pixels adjacent to pj. The recursive up-
date terminates when there are no adjacent pixels that need to be
updated. Only then the sweeping plane proceeds to the next gray
level.

5.2. Seam generation

The SeamMap for the grayscale images is computed similar to
that of the binary images with slight modification to generate sali-
ent line structure. We replace the equal weights for the horizontal
and diagonal distances by different weights that reflects the spatial
distances between pixels (see Eq. 7, where w0 ¼ 1 and
w1 ¼ w�1 ¼ 1ffiffi

2
p ). We found that this modification generates accu-

rate energy maps and produce robust seams.

map½i; j� ¼ 2GDTði; jÞ þmin
1

l¼�1
ðwl �map½iþ l; j� 1�Þ: ð7Þ
5.2.1. Medial seam
We noticed that computing the SeamMap in one pass as shown

above generates a SeamMap which text lines are more salient on
the right side than on the left side, as shown in Fig. 4(b). This fact
explains some observations where the medial seam jumps to adja-
cent lines. To improve the saliency of text lines and retain the seam
Fig. 4. SeamMap generation: (a) original image, (b) left-to-right, (c
on the medial axis of text lines, we construct the seam map using
two passes – from left-to-right and from right-to-left – and then
bi-linearly interpolate the resulting two seam maps into a final
SeamMap, as shown in Fig. 4(d). In this scheme, the generated
SeamMap is well-defined along text lines and reliably resembles
their structure (see Fig. 4).

5.2.2. Separating seams
The separating seams define the upper and lower boundaries of

text lines; i.e., determine the text strip, which is necessary to assign
the components between text lines to the right text line, and accu-
rately determine the pixels to be updated in the SeamMap to avoid
recomputing the SeamMap after each line extraction. Separating
seams of a text line are generated with respect to the medial seam
of the considered text line.

Seam seeds are defined with respect to a medial seam as the glo-
bal maxima (on the SeamMap) along the vertical segment connect-
ing two consecutive medial seams. Separating seams are grown
from seam seeds toward the two sides of a page image (left and
right). However, the need to determine the separating seams of a
medial seam before determining its neighboring medial seams
complicates the generation of seam seeds.

To generate the seam seeds for a medial seam, sm, from each
pixel, px, on the medial seam we search for the maximum points
on its lower and upper sides along the column of px. We may
encounter local maximum points, thereby, for each suspected
maximum point, pmax, we proceed searching until we reach the first
minimum point, pmin. If pmin is connected through a minima path
(valley) to the starting seam, sm, then pmax is a local maximum,
which belongs to the processed seam, and there is a need to con-
tinue searching for another maximum point, otherwise pmax is con-
sidered a global maximum (an in-between-lines point).

However, local minima cannot be completely avoided, noncon-
tinuous seams that consist of separated short seams, denoted as
seam fragments, are generated (see Fig. 2). Erroneous fragments
are filtered out based one the length of the fragment and its dis-
tance from the medial seam.

Short fragments are not reliable, as they may indicate local min-
ima with respect to the segment between the two medial seams.
Therefore, seam fragments are sorted in ascending order according
to their length and the fragments in the lower fraction are filtered
) right-to-left seams, and (d) the interpolated final SeamMap.
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out (in the current implementation we ignore the lower half). For
each of the remaining fragments we associate a certainty value,
certaintyðf ; sÞ, which aims to resemble the probability of a seam
fragment to coincide with the corresponding separating seam.
The certainty value is the sum of the distances of fragment pixels
from the medial seam, as shown in Eq. 8, where fs and fe are the
first and the last column of the fragment f, and ms is its corre-
sponding medial seam. We sort the remaining fragments according
to their certainty value in a descending order and ignore the lower
fraction (in our current implementation we ignore the lower half).

certaintyðf ;msÞ ¼
Xfe

i¼fs

jðmsðiÞ � f ðiÞÞj: ð8Þ

The fragments with the highest certainty values form the seed can-
didate set and they are located on the GDT. We extend each seed
candidate to the left and right sides of the GDT, by propagating
the seam along maxima points. We then prioritize the candidates
based on the number of fragments each extended seam passes
through. The candidate with the maximal priority is taken as the
seam seed. Note that we select two seam seeds one below the med-
ial seam and one above it.

5.2.3. Seam propagation
Growing a seam seed into a separating seam should maintain an

appropriate distance from the corresponding medial seam. The
Fig. 5. Spring model (the first two lines): (a) the medial seam (blue) and a possible sepa
third line, shows a document image and its distance transform, where two fork examples
figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
separating seam is guided by the GDT map, which is computed
based on the topography (gray levels) of the image. The fork of
ridges leads to the existence of separating seams with small differ-
ences in their weights, where the maximal-weight seam may not
be the sought seam (see Fig. 5). To overcome this limitation we
incorporate the distance from the medial seam into the propaga-
tion scheme of the separating seam by integrating a spring model.
The applied force of the spring model is used as a weight in the
propagation scheme; i.e., F ¼ kðjdr � djÞ, where dr and d are the rest
distance and the distance from the medial seam, respectively, and
k is the spring constant. The rest distance is the average distance
between the medial seam and the currently computed separating
seam. On one hand, this scheme pushes the separating seam away
when it is too close to the medial seam. On the other hand, it at-
tracts the separating seam back to the medial seam once it diverges
(see Fig. 5). The spring factor k was determined experimentally,
and we have found that we need small values of k, usually 1=dr .
6. Experimental results

Several evaluation methods for line extraction algorithms have
been reported in the literature. Some, evaluate the results manu-
ally, while others use predefined line area to count misclassified
pixels. Connected component labeling usually simplifies the auto-
matic evaluation of text line extraction algorithms. However, this
rating seam (red), (b) the resulting separating seam after applying spring force. The
are marked with red rectangles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this



Table 1
Results achieved by our system (the third column) compared to the system presented
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approach is not applicable to grayscale document images. There-
fore, we have evaluated the two algorithms differently.
in Nicolaou and Gatos (2009)(the first Column) and the system presented in Shi et al.
(2009)(the second Column). The first row compares results of the three systems on
the ICDAR2009 (Gatos et al., 2007) data set, and the second row uses our private
collection. The last row shows results following the ICDAR2009 evaluation protocol.

Nicolaou’s System Shi’s System Our System

ICDAR2009 Contest 97.8% 98.0% 98.5%
Private Collection 97.5% 97.8% 98.85%

ICDAR2009 DR RA FM
Evaluation protocol 98.7% 97.5% 98.0%
6.1. The dataset

We have built rich datasets2 to test the suggested algorithms.
The ICDAR2009 Handwriting Segmentation Contest dataset (Gatos
et al., 2011) and a private collection of 100 images form the dataset
used for testing the binary algorithm. The private collection included
60 Arabic pages from Juma Al-Majid Center for Culture and Heritage
(2011), 20 pages in Chinese, and 20 English pages randomly col-
lected from the Internet. The images in this set have been selected
to have multi-skew and touching lines. The 60 Arabic pages include
1276 text lines, and the remaining 40 pages include 369 lines, in to-
tal. The ICDAR2009 Handwriting Segmentation Contest focused on
evaluating text line and word segmentation algorithms using a vari-
ety of scanned handwritten documents. It includes 200 images with
their groundtruth, coming from several writers who were asked to
copy a given text, historical handwritten archives, and scanned
handwritten document samples from the Internet. None of the doc-
uments included any non-text elements (graphs, drawings, etc.) and
they were all written in several languages including English, French,
German, and Greek. We have used the ICDAR2009 groundtruth files
to automatically extract labeled connected components from text
lines and represent them as lists of connected components. For the
remaining 100 document images, we manually created the ground-
truth by marking the boundaries of each text line. During the evalu-
ation process a unique label has been given to each line region.

The absence of publicly available benchmark for evaluating line
extraction algorithms on grayscale images drove the development
of our own dataset, which consists of 215 historical manuscripts
in different languages. We have evaluated our system using 96 Ara-
bic pages (2043 lines) from Juma Al-Majid Center for Culture and
Heritage (2011), 70 pages (1229 lines) from Wadod center for
manuscripts (2011), 40 pages (391 lines) from a 19th-century mas-
ter thesis collection in the American University of Beirut (AUB)
(2011) and 9 pages (123 lines) from Thomas Jefferson manuscripts
located at the Congress Library. Our dataset includes Arabic, English,
and Spanish handwritten document images. The images were se-
lected to have multi-skew, touching/overlapping components and
both regular and irregular spacing between lines. The groundtruth
for the grayscale dataset has been manually generated by defining
the region of each text line. These regions were stored using MAT-
LAB data structures for each document image. We superimposed
the text line boundaries on the grayscale images and added them
to the dataset. One can find the original color images for most of
the documents in the presented grayscale dataset.
6.2. Binary images

It is common to utilize connected component labeling to count
the number of misclassified components within the extracted lines
(Shi et al., 2009) and we chose to adopt this scheme. We have man-
ually generated the groundtruth of the test document images and
represent their text lines as lists of connected components. The
performance of the algorithm is evaluated by counting the number
of correctly-classified and misclassified components in the pro-
cessed dataset.

We have implemented two well known systems to evaluate the
performance of our binary algorithm. The first by Nicolaou and
Gatos (2009), which shreds an image to lines using tracers that fol-
low the white-most and black-most paths and the second by Shi
2 The datasets and the corresponding groundtruth are available at http://
www.cs.bgu.ac.il/�abedas/#publication.
et al. (2009), which generates ALCM using a steerable direction fil-
ter and groups connected components into location masks for each
text line. We have used both the private and the ICDAR2009 data-
sets, presented earlier in this section to compare our system to the
two systems we have implemented.

We have adopted the methodology of evaluation used by Shi
et al. (2009), which is based on counting the number of the cor-
rectly-classified and misclassified components. We have noticed
that such evaluation methodology based on the groundtruth of
the ICDAR2009 dataset, consistently follows the evaluation crite-
rion used in the contest, which make our results comparable to
the reported results (see results in Table 1). The performance of
our algorithm on the Arabic pages shows that 13 lines were
extracted with misclassified components; i.e., 98:9% lines were
correctly extracted, and 411 word-parts were misclassified (addi-
tional strokes in extreme cases were not considered). In a post-pro-
cessing step, we used average height, orientation, and average
component size (along text line) to reclassify components. Around
63% of misclassified components were reclassified correctly. The
78 touching components from consecutive lines in the tested data-
set were correctly splitted in the post processing step, see the third
column in Fig. 6. We have received similar results for the other 40
pages.

However, in order to make our results comparable to the
ICDAR2009 participating systems, we have also adopted the same
evaluation protocol used in Gatos et al. (2011), and results are pre-
sented in the last row of Table 1. Misclassification mainly occurs
when a text have large spaces between words within the text line.
This leads the seam to jump from one line to its neighbor.

In binary images, lines are determined by the components lying
inside the line region. The components of the extracted text line
are deleted from the binary image and an expensive step of dis-
tance transform recalculation is performed. We have adopted the
idea of finding the separating seams (see Section 5.2.2) to deter-
mine the text line region and avoid distance transform re-calcula-
tion. As can be seen in Fig. 6 the obtained results are equal to those
obtained by the binary algorithm without using the separating
seams; i.e., recalculating the DT after each line extraction.
6.3. Gray-scale images

For grayscale images it is not possible to rely on connected com-
ponents labeling for automatic evaluation, and manually evaluat-
ing grayscale segmentation is error prone and time-consuming
once different algorithms are considered. Therefore, we have auto-
matically evaluate text line segmentation on grayscale images by
first detecting text lines on the grayscale domain, then binarize
the original images, and labeling the connected components in
the binarized image based on the segmentation results of the first
step. It is important to emphasize that the same procedure has
been used to generate the groundtruth data using manually
marked boundaries and the same binarazation scheme.



Fig. 6. In the columns (a) and (b), the first row shows the original images and the second row shows the images after line extraction using the medial seams. In the third row
we can see the results of line extraction using the separating seams to update the energy map instead of recalculating the DT. The medial seams are shown in blue and the red
seams guide the process of updating the energy map after each line extraction but do not mark the extracted text line. Third column shows the touching components in red
color for different languages. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Random samples from the tested document images: Arabic, English and Spanish.
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We have run additional experiments to demonstrate the dataset
complexity. Several widely used techniques for text line extraction
have been suggested in the literature. We decided to choose the
adaptive projection profile (PP) technique for comparison. This
method represents a common and conventional way to segment
text lines from text blocks, and we believe it provides an indication



Fig. 8. The segmentation accuracy on different images as a function of document image complexity.
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for the complexity of the dataset. Let us assume that the segmen-
tation accuracy obtained for a given image I by the adaptive PP
method is x. We define the complexity of I according to Eq. 9.

complexityðIÞ ¼ 1
x
: ð9Þ

Fig. 8 presents a performance comparison between the adaptive
projection profile and our algorithm as a function of document im-
age complexity. In this figure, test images are sorted in an ascending
order with respect to their complexity. One can notice the robust-
ness of the suggested method when complex images are considered
(x-axis). Fig. 7 presents samples from the tested datasets. As can be
seen, it performs well independent of the used script and manages
to generate very good results for languages that include delayed
strokes, dots, and diacritics.

The segmentation accuracy is determined according to the
number of overlapping components pixels among the segmenta-
tion results and the groundtruth for each text line in the dataset
(refer to column three in Table 2).

As stated before, touching and overlapping components are one
of the challenges of handwritten text line extraction. It is notice-
able that overlapping components are usually avoided by the sep-
arating seams (see Table 2). However, sometimes they are crossed
(by the seam) because the seam field of view is limited to 45 de-
grees. Our approach enables the separating seams to split touching
Table 2
The first two columns show the percentage of crossed overlapping components. The
third column shows the segmentation accuracy of the suggested algorithm on various
dataset written in different languages.

DataSet Overlapping
components

Stroke
crossing

Segmentation
accuracy

Wadod 516 9 98.35
Al-Majid 258 2 97.59
AUB 485 9 98.05
Congress L. 317 10 95.21
components along the path passing between the lines and separate
them, not necessarily on the optimal position.

In languages that include many dots and diacritics, such as Ara-
bic, hand-writers may not respect the closeness rule and place dots
or diacritics closer to the above or below text line. Our algorithm
may fail to detect such a case, as it requires recognizing the written
text to determine for which text line those dots or diacritics be-
long. However, it is noticeable that even for a human it is not easy
to assign the misclassified diacritics to the adequate text line with-
out reading the text.
7. Conclusions and future work

We presented a language independent approach for text line
segmentation for binary and gray-scale images. Our approach con-
structs an energy map on binary images using the Signed Distance
Transform or directly on gray-scale document images using the
Gray Distance Transform. It then computes a medial seam and sep-
arating seams for each text line. A medial seam passes along the
presumed text lines and the separating seams define the upper
and lower boundaries of text lines.

The gray level approach, avoids applying image binarization on
low quality images, which introduces noise and various artifacts. It
also does not extract connected components and does not need to
deal with text fragmentation. Instead, it directly computes the dis-
tance transform on the gray-scale images. Determining the bound-
ary of text line enables updating the seam-map locally, and hence
saves recomputing the seam-map and distance transform for the
entire image after each text line extraction.

Many cases of seam jumping occur due to large spaces between
connected component. In the scope of feature work, we consider
developing a preprocessing step for reducing horizontal large
spaces between CC’s, and tune the weights of the components in
Eq. 4 to prefer generating smooth and non jumping seams. Addi-
tionally, we consider extending this approach to determine the
page layout and the components of text lines.
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